Presents

More Rain is Possible!
A New Agent of Change
17 September 2018 | 15:30-16:00 | at the Zug Impact Summit
SIIA 2018 offers a unique presentation on how to harvest atmospheric humidity to enhance rainfalls, employing
environmental-friendly technology. Yes! you read right. "How to make rain”. Just imagine all those far-reaching
impacts this technology will have on the 33 water-stressed nations on Earth.
WeatherTec AG's technology mimics the sun’s natural ionisation process, which causes rainfall. WeatherTec AG
operates this “Rainmaking Technology” for almost 15 years for governments on three continents. Renowned
scientific and governmental institutions have proven the technology. Experts say that it will ensure water security
for a billion people and address most Sustainability Development Goals as a consequence if it is genuinely scaled.
Last month the Jordanian Meteorological Department testified officially that the WeatherTec operations during the
previous two years reversed the 30-year decreasing rainfall trend in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. WeatherTec
is also preselected and nominated by Vatican’s Laudatio Si Challenge 2018 in the finalist’s group as a solution
against climate change.
Dr Helmut Fluhrer, Founder and CEO of WeatherTec AG, will also present a financing vehicle aiming to leverage
this rainmaking technology to develop agricultural, forestry and nature conservation activities in water-stressed
regions. The WFN Impact Fund for Water, Food and Nature, is a Luxembourg fund (SCSP,RAIF) in founding,
supporting governments in countries with water/food scarcity in financing their economic activities aiming to achieve
the SDGs of their countries..
The WeatherTec AG presentation will take place at the Zug Impact Summit on September 17th, 2018 at 15:30 in
the auditorium. By registering to the Zug Impact Summit you can sign-up to a 1:1 meeting with the presenter or
you can contact the CEO Dr. Fluhrer directly via email: fluhrer@weathertec.ch.
Investors will learn about “the right solution, at the right time” and how to address hunger, poverty and migration,
through entrepreneurship. SIIA demonstrates, by showcasing WeatherTec AG, that the combination of technology
and impact financing is an innovative way of reshaping foreign aid and that making profit, by solving global issues,
is a next generation solution. The WFN Impact Fund for Water, Food and Nature aims to close the foreign aid
funding gap through determined, purposeful entrepreneurial business solutions.
For more information on WeatherTec: http://www.weathertec-services.com
Best regards
Klaus-Michael Christensen
President | Swiss Impact Investment Association

